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LEADING THE PACK WITH STYLE, HANDLING AND PERFORMANCE
®

Brushless Touring Car
DIDC0074

Ready-To-Run 1/18 Scale 4WD EP Touring & Rally Cars

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NEWP R ODU CT

EP Touring Car
DIDC0070

Each Dromida car comes with a fully assembled vehicle,
2-channel radio, rechargeable NiMH battery, AC charger
with international plug inserts and 4 “AA” batteries.

EP Rally Car
DIDC0072

Factory-installed motor, waterproof receiver/
› speed
control and steering servo

› D100 2-channel 2.4GHz radio
› Proven four-wheel shaft drive for balanced
traction and handling

› Gear differentials for reliable power
› Oil shocks for superior dampening
› Mounted high-traction tires with foam inserts
2
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› Ball bearing equipped
› Adjustable suspension for improved handling
› Updated servo saver for precise steering control
› Adjustable aluminum motor mount
› Printed and trimmed polycarbonate body
DIDC0070 and DIDC0072 come with a Torque
› 370
brushed motor; DIDC0074 and DIDC0076
feature a 5300kV brushless motor and LiPo
battery compatibility

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Brushless Rally Car
DIDC0076

DIDC0070 1/18 Scale 4WD EP Touring Car RTR
DIDC0072 1/18 Scale 4WD EP Rally Car RTR
DIDC0074 1/18 Scale 4WD Brushless Touring Car RTR
DIDC0076 1/18 Scale 4WD Brushless Rally Car RTR
Length: 11.1 in (282 mm)
Width: 5.1 in (130 mm)
Height: 3.6 in (92 mm)
Weight w/battery: 1.27 lb (580 g)
Wheelbase: 6.7 in (170 mm)
All require: Nothing!

Products for everyone!

From the Experts:

Dromida expertise now comes to R/C cars, in both Touring
and Rally styles. All feature sure-footed four-wheel drive,
along with performance perks such as gear diffs, oil shocks,
ball bearings and adjustable suspensions. They come already
assembled, so you can get out and go right now, with your
choice of brushed or brushless power.

Long story short...
Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned
veteran, you’ll look like a pro wherever you go
with these Dromida rides!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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FLYING MADE EASY
In addition to a fully
assembled Voyager
plane, you also get
a 4-channel SLT
compatible radio
with built-in charger,
rechargeable LiPo
battery and 4 “AA”
batteries.

™

Ready-to-Fly Electric-Powered Airplane

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Scale touches add
realism to the Voyager’s
appearance that you
won’t find with typical
trainers.

›
›
›
›

From the Experts:

Easy to fly with little or no experience

When you choose the right plane for your first plane, R/C
flying is much more enjoyable — and the Voyager is the
right plane. It exhibits slow, docile flight characteristics and
comes preassembled with everything included, so it’s ideal
for beginners.

DIDA0200 Voyager EP Airplane RTF
Wingspan: 19.5 in (495 mm)
Weight: 1.9 oz (54 g)
Length: 15 in (381 mm)
Requires: Nothing!

100% Ready-To-Fly — everything is included
Rudder, elevator and throttle control
Scale details such as wing rib detail, wheel pants
and panel lines

› The 4-channel radio system features 2.4GHz

dependability, digital trims and a built-in LiPo
battery charger

®

› Learn to fly outdoors in calm conditions, and then

The Voyager makes getting into R/C incredibly
easy and loads of fun!

take advantage of the Voyager’s compact size to fly
inside a large gymnasium if you want

4
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Long story short...

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE SIMPLE WAY TO SUCCESSFUL SOARING
™
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Ready-To-Fly Electric Powered Glider

Because the Sky Cruiser 2 comes mostly assembled
with everything included, your first flight can be
within minutes after taking it out of the box.

DIDA1050 Sky Cruiser 2 EP Glider RTF
Wingspan: 29.5 in (750 mm)
Weight: 3.8 oz (108 g)
Length: 22.04 in (560 mm)
Requires: nothing!

From the Experts:

›
›
›
Everything shown here is included with the Sky
Cruiser 2: a mostly assembled airframe, 2.4GHz
4-channel radio system, 2S 7.4V 300mAh LiPo
battery, LiPo balancing charger and “AA” batteries.

6
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›

The Sky Cruiser 2 is the glider everyone can enjoy!
Beginners will enjoy the Ready-To-Fly convenience and
forgiving foam construction. Intermediate and expert
pilots will appreciate the secure control of the S-FHSS
protocol. Everyone will love how easy and fun flying the
Sky Cruiser 2 can be!

Dromida brings its renowned reliability
to R/C gliders, making the Sky Cruiser 2
the ideal aircraft for pilots of all skill levels
Fly with confidence: the Sky Cruiser 2’s
virtually unbreakable EPO foam
construction can survive most crashes

Long story short...

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Compatible with Futaba S-FHSS
transmitters
®

®

The pusher style prop design helps
facilitate safe launchings and landings

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

The Sky Cruiser 2 RTF is the perfect plane
for leisurely, carefree flying, any day of
the week!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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RUGGED AND READY-TO-FLY
™
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Ready-To-Fly Twin Motor EP Glider

A simple hand launch is all you need to get the Twin Explorer airborne.

Powerful twin motors make the Twin Explorer more
maneuverable than similarly-sized single-motor gliders.

The Twin Explorer is ready for flying fun right out
of the box. Everything you see here is included!

From the Experts:
› Tough foam construction provides excellent
›
›

The Twin Explorer is the ideal aircraft for first-timers,
with the bonus of dual motor power! It boasts
maneuverability that single-motor gliders can’t offer —
yet withstands crashes that ground other models. Get
your hands on a Twin Explorer, and get ready for instant
aerial adventure!

DIDA0010 Twin Explorer Twin
Motor EP Glider RTF
Wingspan: 18.9 in (480 mm)
Weight: 1.4 oz (40 g)
Length: 15.75 in (400 mm)
Requires: nothing!

protection for new pilots and less-than-perfect landings
After a quick battery charge the Twin Explorer is flightready with just a hand launch
For convenience, the 2.4GHz transmitter features a builtin USB battery charge port

®

With its dual motor power — and the many
advantages of Dromida engineering — the
Twin Explorer transcends trainers!

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

8
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Long story short...

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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1/10th SCALE • ELECTRIC • 4WD • #AX90047
READY-TO-RUN
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Jeep, the Jeep grille and related logos, vehicle model names and trade dress are
trademarks of FCA US LLC and used under license by Axial Inc. © 2016 FCA US LLC.
BFGoodrich® Tires and All-Terrain T/A® KO2 Trademarks are used under License from Michelin

All steel suspension links

JCR Offroad Vanguard bumpers and XJ rock sliders

Chassis mounted servo

2000 Jeep® Cherokee body

AR44 universal axle set

Electronics included

Adjustable wheelbase
Officially licensed 1.9 BFGoodrich® All-Terrain T/A® KO2 tires S30 compound
Officially licensed 1.9 Method Mesh wheels
AXID9047 - SCX10 II™ 2000 Jeep® Cherokee 1/10th Scale
Electric 4WD – RTR
Length: 22.1” (562mm)
Width: 8.9” (226mm)
Height: 10.5” (268mm)
Wheelbase: 12.3” (313mm)
Ground Clearance: 3” (77mm)
Weight: 4.5lbs (2.04kg) estimated with electronics
For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

®

2
10
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Tech
TechSupport
Support 217-398-8970
217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

The SCX10 has been the vehicle of choice for scale trail fun! For
the past 8 years the SCX10 has been the staple vehicle platform
for scale trail enthusiasts around the world. Axial was one of the
first companies to embrace R/C rock crawling and the first to
mass produce a scale trail truck. Axial has been watching trends,
tirelessly testing, and experimenting to create the next evolution
of the SCX10. The SCX10 II is the culmination of many years of
development, furthering aesthetic realism while maximizing trail
performance. The next generation of SCX10 is here!

The next chapter of the Axial SCX10 begins with true
technological engineering and scale realism!

www.gpdealer.com
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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1/10th SCALE • ELECTRIC • 4WD • #AX90055

SMT10™ tube frame chassis

Adjustable aluminum 87-125mm shocks

2.2 BKT Monster Jam tires

Trailing arm 4-linked rear suspension

AR60 OCP-Axle - front and rear

Grave Digger replica body

™

Long travel rear sway bar
Heavy duty c-hubs
Heavy duty hydraulic ram stye steering link

AXID9055 - SMT10™ Grave Digger Monster Jam Truck
1/10th Scale Electric 4WD - RTR
Length: 19” (483mm)
Width: 13.2” (335mm)
Height: 10.6” (270mm)
Wheelbase: 13.9” (353mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.9” (74mm)
Weight: 7.11lbs (3.22kg) Estimated with electronics
For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

© 2016 Feld Motor Sports, Inc. MONSTER JAM®, UNITED STATES HOT ROD ASSOCIATION®, USHRA®,
and GRAVE DIGGER® are trademarks used under license by Feld Motor Sports, Inc. All rights reserved.

12
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®

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Over the past decade, Axial has been synonymous with crawlers
and the scale trail community for creating vehicles that inspire
endless adventure and creative freedom. What’s usually the first
thought that comes to mind when someone mentions Monster
Jam? Grave Digger; who’s sitting right up on top! The iconic black,
purple and green graveyard themed paint job has been haunting
and thrilling fans for over 30 years. Axial went all out when
designing the chassis and roll cage for the SMT10™ Grave Digger
Monster Jam Truck. Very similar to the modern era full size monster
trucks, this chassis was developed for maximum strength and an
extremely detailed appearance.

The SMT10™ Grave Digger® Monster Jam® Truck is
the first true-to-scale 4WD straight axle Monster
Jam Truck available on the market today!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A DISTINCTIVE VERSION OF THE
IFMAR CHAMPION
Speed B2101 Las Vegas Edition 1/8 Scale Buggy Engine

❚❚

This limited edition power plant
commemorates the 2016 IFMAR Worlds
Championships, held in Las Vegas, Nevada

❚❚

Machined cylinder head with five stars
and stripes representing each of the
IFMAR Worlds wins O.S. has tallied

❚❚

Designed specifically for maximum power
output, performance and tuneability in
1/8 scale buggy applications

❚❚

Features a DLC-coated crankshaft
balanced with tungsten weights and
the efficient, reliable 21J carburetor

NEWPRODU CT

FOR EASY CRUISING —
OR CUTTING LOOSE

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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™

Receiver-Ready Brushless Performance Glider

OSMG2054 Speed B2101 Las Vegas Edition
Displacement: 0.211 cu in (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Stroke: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
RPM Range: 4000-42,000
Output: 2.61 hp @ 34,000 rpm
Weight: 12.42 oz (352 g)
Includes: 21J carburetor; 6 mm and 6.5 mm carb
reducers; P3 Turbo glow plug; dust cap set (3 mm,
16 mm and 18 mm); exhaust seal ring
Requires: Glow fuel, T-2090SC Tuned Silencer Set

®

14
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From the Experts:

It’s the exact same trophy-winning power and performance
as the original Speed B2101 — tricked out with eye-catching
graphics to recognize the 2016 IFMAR World Championships,
as well as O.S.’s 80th anniversary. Supplies of this engine are
extremely limited, so get yours now before they’re gone!

❚❚

Tough, fiberglass- and carbon fiber-reinforced
AeroCell airframe withstands high-speed stress
and extreme aerobatics with ease

❚❚

Full flying stabilizer offers less drag and better
aerodynamics than horizontal, hinged stabilizers

❚❚

Comes with servos and a brushless power
system installed, but leaves radio, receiver,
battery and charger choices to you

From the Experts:

FLZA3364 Rapide Brushless Performance
Glider Rx-R
Wingspan: 60 in (1525 mm)
Wing Area: 364 in² (23.5 dm²)
Weight: 2.75 lb (1250 g)
Wing Loading: 17 oz/ft² (52 g/dm²)
Length: 42.5 in (1080 mm)
Requires: 4+ channel radio, 3S 2200mAh
LiPo battery, 3S LiPo balancing charger

From everyday soaring to extreme aerobatics, the
Rapide is the performance glider that does it all and
does it well. Carbon and fiberglass reinforcements make
the airframe extremely rigid to handle high speeds,
and being Receiver-Ready means you get to equip the
Rapide with the radio system, battery and charger that
you choose.

Long story short...

Long story short...

The Speed B2101 has been trusted by
champion drivers all over the world, and
is ready to power you to the podium!
Tech Support 217-398-8970

With no bad habits and plenty of sport
potential, the Rapide is an excellent
next step for pilots who’ve mastered
the basics of glider control.

®

™

Products for everyone!

If you’re an intermediate level glider pilot
who’s ready to push the performance
envelope, the Rapide is right for you!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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AWESOME NEW 1/18 SCALE MACHINES FROM ASSOCIATED
4WD Off-Road Buggy RTR

4WD Touring Car RTR

20109 ASCD13** Reflex 1/18 Scale
4WD Off-Road Buggy RTR
Length: 9.13 in (232 mm)
Width: 7.17 in (182 mm)
Wheelbase: 6.06 in (154 mm)
Weight: 1.19 lbs (541 g)
Requires: 4 “AA” batteries

20113 ASCD12** Apex 1/18 Scale 4WD
Touring Car RTR
Length: 8.1 in (206 mm)
Width: 5.5 in (140 mm)
Wheelbase: 6.06 in (154 mm)
Weight: 1.3 lbs (590 g)
Requires: 4 “AA” batteries

Three fun-to-run vehicles, all with these great
performance features:

16

❚❚

The efficient, shaft-drive 4WD power train features
adjustable ball diffs front and rear

❚❚

Fluid-filled shocks deliver smooth, consistent dampening
over all types of surfaces

❚❚

Power is provided by an inline mounted “Super 370” highperformance motor

❚❚

Four symmetrical lower suspension arms work with the
molded upper suspension links to optimize the car’s
geometry

❚❚

The electronics package includes a Reedy all-in-one waterresistant speed control/receiver, a Reedy Powered servo,
XP radio system, 6-cell battery and wall charger

❚❚

Bodies come in two different colors, with sleek graphics
applied

September 2016 ❘
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4WD Monster Truck RTR
20112 ASCD14** Rival 1/18 Scale 4WD
Monster Truck RTR
Length: 8.86 in (225 mm)
Width: 7.4 in (188 mm)
Wheelbase: 6.06 in (154 mm)
Weight: 1.33 lbs (605 g)
Requires: 4 “AA” batteries

Long story short...
®

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Enjoy big-time racing and bashing
excitement virtually anywhere with the
compact Apex Touring Car, Reflex Buggy
and Rival Monster Truck!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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RALLY AROUND THIS MICRO RACER

TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT WITH THIS
SUPER TRUCK!

1/18 Scale Ken Block 4WD Gymkhana GRiD Ford
Fiesta ST RX43 RTR

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD EP Stadium Truck

❚❚

Race almost anywhere indoors and out with this
1/18 scale version of Ken Block’s full-sized Ford
Fiesta ST RX43!

❚❚

Handles just like a larger R/C car, with 4WD and
front universal dogbones

❚❚

Challenge rough track conditions with coil-over
shocks and double-wishbone independent front
suspension

❚❚

Enjoy blazing speeds and quick acceleration from
the powerful 180-size motor

❚❚

A 6V 1200mAh battery delivers long run times; an
AC wall charger and 4 “AA” batteries are included

❚❚

Go right from the box to the track — this machine is
Ready-To-Run!

116112 HPID1212 Jumpshot ST 2WD EP
Stadium Truck RTR
Length: 15.75 in (400 mm)
Width: 12.25 in (311 mm)
Height: 5.8 in (147 mm)
Wheelbase: 11.75 in (300 mm)

From the Experts:

115387 HPID1387 Ken Block 4WD Ford
Fiesta ST RX43 Micro RS4 RTR
Length: 8.9 in (227 mm)
Width: 4.3 in (110 mm)
Height: 3.3 in (85 mm)
Wheelbase: 5.9 in (150 mm)

Get behind the wheel of this micro-sized replica of Ken Block’s
Ford Fiesta ST RX43, and experience awesome performance
that’s as close as it gets to driving a high-profile rally car! It has all
the markings of his full-size Gymkhana GRiD competitor, so you’ll
really stand out at the track!

Long story short...
®

18
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

The Jumpshot ST Stadium
Truck is engineered to
deliver big-time bashing
and racing fun, right out of
the box!

❚❚

The tough, TVP (Twin Vertical Plate) chassis
is proven to stand up to aggressive driving
and come back for more

❚❚

Punch the throttle, and watch the Firebolt
15T motor and LiPo-ready Flux SC-3SWP2
ESC put you out in front

❚❚

Massive oil shocks and a double-wishbone
suspension help keep you in control over
rugged terrain

❚❚

Go wherever adventure awaits: all-terrain
tires and waterproof electronics defy the
elements

❚❚

The battery box is easily accessed from
underneath, and holds either a 7-cell NiMH
stick or 2S LiPo packs

Get ready to turn heads with the looks, speed
and handling of this 1/18 scale R/C machine
based on Ken Block’s high-profile rally racer.

®

Products for everyone!

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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From the Experts:

The Jumpshot ST adapts the acclaimed Jumpshot platform to
thrilling stadium truck action, with a fully adjustable, modular
design that offers maintenance ease and crash protection
for the electronics. An extra-wide stance improves handling,
and the sleek truck body with HPI graphics throws off a truly
intimidating vibe!

Long story short...
The Jumpshot ST combines toughness
and advanced performance into one
exciting stadium truck package!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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ATTACK THE TRACK WITH THIS
THOROUGHBRED RACER

NEWPRODU CT

A REALISTIC-LOOKING FIRE FIGHTER!
Ready-To-Run Fireboat
AQUB5701 Rescue 17 Fireboat RTR
Length: 38 in (965 mm)
Beam: 10.25 in (261 mm)
Height: 17 in (432 mm)
Weight: 8 lbs (3.6 kg)
Requires: 11.1V 2200mAh LiPo battery,
charger and (8) “AA” batteries

1/8 Scale 4WD Nitro On-Road Kit

110754 HBSC0754 R8 1/8 Scale
4WD Nitro On-Road Kit
Length: 18.5 in (470 mm)
Width: 10.4 in (265 mm)
Weight: 5.4 lb (2450 g)
Wheelbase: 11.5 in (292 mm)
Requires: .21 size racing engine with rear slide carburetor,
tuned exhaust pipe with manifold, air filter, mounted foam
tires, body, 2-channel radio system with 2 servos

❚❚

It’s the fastest and most advanced on-road car HB
has ever released, designed to excel in the highprofile arena of 1/8 scale nitro competition

❚❚

Hug the corners and stick to the straightaways
with the R8’s centralized weight and super-low CG

❚❚

Every ounce of excess weight has been gleaned
from the 5mm thick machined aluminum chassis

❚❚

Enjoy maximum suspension adjustability, with
quick and easy access to get you out of the pits
and back on the track fast

❚❚

The suspension system is highly tunable, to adapt
to any track conditions

September 2016 ❘

Now with Tactic
TTX491 radio!

™

The lightweight 2-speed
transmission lets you brake quickly
and accelerate with authority.

From the Experts:

No stone was left unturned in the R&D of the R8 kit —
HB engineers made sure of that. With its jaw-dropping
acceleration, razor-sharp cornering and the ability to hit 80+
mph, this nitro-powered performer demands everything from
its driver, and rewards the driver’s skills accordingly!

Long story short...
The R8 makes no compromises on quality,
making it the ideal vehicle for club racers as
well as World Championship contenders!

20
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❚❚

Finished, assembled fiberglass hull, deck
and superstructure

❚❚

Shoot jets of water up to 10 feet from the
rotating forward water cannon

❚❚

Easy access to battery box for quick battery
changes and maintenance

❚❚

The 10-piece LED lighting system includes
cabin lights, searchlights, an illuminated
communications mast and red/green nav
lights

❚❚

Powered by a 600-size motor with watercooled, waterproof 11.1V ESC equipped
with a LiPo-compatible Star Plug

❚❚

Loaded with incredible scale detail,
including wire rope deck railing, ladders
and stairways, life preservers, fire
extinguishers, radar and radio mast,
standpipe, windows and cabin detail

®

The TTX491 delivers reliable,
interference-free control — with the
bonus of a 6-channel TR625 receiver.
That’s two more channels that you
can utilize for adding more functions
— which add to the scale realism.

From the Experts:

It’s a unique R/C boat that will command attention at the lake
or pond! The Rescue 17 comes fully assembled with quality
fiberglass construction, working LED lights and water cannon
and even more precise control, thanks to the Tactic TTX491
radio. And with all of its extensive detailing, this stylish model
is as worthy of display as it is active duty.

Long story short...
Tactic radio technology is an ideal upgrade
to the one-of-a-kind Rescue 17 Fireboat!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A FIRST-CLASS CATCH

SUPER SMALL, FOR SUPERIOR FPV!
FPV-C1 600TVL FPV Video Camera

Ready-To-Run EP Fishing Boat

❚❚

Compact, 22 x 22 mm dimensions and light
weight make the FPV-C1 an ideal camera for
First Person Video (FPV) racing

❚❚

Compatible with Tactic 5.8GHz FPV
equipment, allowing for easy set-up

❚❚

Mounts easily with double-sided tape, hookand-loop material or pre-fabricated brackets

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

600TVL video resolution

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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5-15V input voltage range
Includes adapter cable and lens cap

TACZ5030

FPV-C1 600TVL FPV Video Camera

Requires: Video transmitter, receiver,
monitor or goggles, mounting tape

Long story short...
AQUB5719 Bristol Trawler EP Fishing
Boat RTR w/TTX491
Length: 33.5 in (851 mm)
Beam: 8.75 in (222 mm)
Height: 29 in (737 mm)
Weight: 7 lb (3.2 kg)
Requires: 11.1V 2200mAh LiPo
battery, charger, (6) “AA” batteries

With the compact FPV-C1 Camera you can shoot
edge-of-your-seat FPV video virtually anywhere!

®

Now with Tactic
TTX491 radio!

SHOOT PHOTOS AND 1080P VIDEOS IN REAL TIME!
™

™

1080P HD Wi-Fi® Camera
❚❚

Scale details galore, including painted
fiberglass hull with cabin, trawling booms,
rigging, masts, rope winch, fish crib and
working LED lights

❚❚

Arrives fully rigged, with only minimal final
assembly required

❚❚

The factory-installed power system features
a powerful 550-sized motor and 30A
brushed/brushless LiPo-ready ESC with
stutter-bump

❚❚

A large rudder and 3-blade brass propeller
make it easy for modelers to maneuver the
Bristol Trawler

®

22

The TTX491 delivers reliable,
interference-free control — with the
bonus of a 6-channel TR625 receiver.
That’s two more channels that you
can utilize for adding more functions
— which add to the scale realism.

September 2016 ❘

From the Experts:

The Bristol Trawler offers so much realism, you’ll feel like you’re
aboard a full-size fishing boat — and the TTX491 radio system
adds control options that will have it performing as scale as it
looks. Just add a 3S LiPo battery, charger and “AA” batteries,
and you’re ready to spend a leisurely afternoon on the lake.

Long story short...
Captain the most authentic-looking fishing boat
on the water: the Bristol Trawler, now controlled
by a Tactic TTX491 radio!
Tech Support 217-398-8970

FOLLOW RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION OF FPV AIRCRAFT
Always follow the AMA Safety Code when operating model aircraft. Visit the
Academy of Model Aeronautics: www.modelaircraft.org and search for “FPV
550” and read “Document 550 - Utilizing First Person View Systems” to learn
about the safe operation of FPV “First Person View” systems in model aircraft.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android™ and
Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

®

Products for everyone!

❚❚

Small, lightweight camera is ideal for use
with R/C models.

❚❚

The DroneView app has an intuitive menu
bar; you simply touch an icon to take photos,
shoot videos, adjust camera settings and
access your gallery

❚❚

Use the menu on the DroneView app to
adjust the brightness and contrast, rotate
the camera view and add a date code

❚❚

Download the free DroneView app to make
it First Person View-capable, and experience
videos and photos in real time

TACZ1020
DroneView 1080P HD Wi-Fi® Camera
Requires: DroneView app, Apple or
Android™ mobile device

Long story short...
See the action live from a First Person View
with the DroneView 1080P HD Wi-Fi Camera!

www.gpdealer.com
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NEWPRODU CT

CLASSIC ROCKETS, COLOSSAL FUN
Requires some painting, gluing,
and sanding. Models feature laser
cut wood fins, plastic or balsa nose
cones, and high quality decals. Full
instructions make building very easy.
Assembly may take an afternoon.

Nike Apache™

Approaching 1000 feet!
Length: 23 in (58.4 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm)
Weight: 1.8 oz (51 g)
Max. Altitude: 925 ft (282 m)
Features: Laser cut wood fins, waterslide
decal, 12 in (30.5 cm) recovery parachute.
Recommended Engines: A8-3 (first
launch), B4-4, B6-4, C6-5, C6-7.
ESTT7254

Second tier of more advanced
kits—feature laser cut wood
fins and parts, unfinished body
tubes, complex designs, and
plastic or balsa nose cones.
Requires moderate skill in
construction and finishing—
assembly may take a few days.

Airborne Surveillance Missile™

Features:

Create, innovate, and educate!
This light, portable 3D printer is the best 3D
printing option out there for educators, small
business entrepreneurs, and designers of
all kinds. Tools like these are the difference
between dreaming and doing. Get yours and
get started making your dreams come to life!

FS-8

These rockets are classics! Brought back by popular demand,
they are among the highest-flying, easiest to assemble scale
models in the Estes inventory.

2
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❚❚
❚❚

3D desktop mini printer
95% pre-assembled, ready to print within a few minutes
Portable, easy to transport design
Sturdy, durable construction—designed for years of use
Free software and printable files comes preloaded on
memory card
1 year replacement warranty
Print with PLA, rubber and wood filament

Mini engines, massive performance!
Length: 11.3 in (28.7 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: .9 oz (26 g)
Max. Altitude: 375 ft (114 m)
Features: Laser cut wood fins,
waterslide decals, and 9 in (22.9 cm)
recovery parachute.
Recommended Engines: A3-4T (first
launch), A10-3T.
ESTT7257

From the Experts:

®

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
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NEWP R ODU CT

MDOZ2000

From the Experts:

3D Printing is the way of the future, and the SkyWriter 3D
printer by Mind 2 Market is making it simpler, easier, and
more efficient than ever to own and operate a 3D printer.

Long story short...

Long story short...

Take yours to the sky and love every moment
in the air!

Make your crafting dreams come true with
the SkyWriter 3D printer by Mind 2 Market.

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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1/25 CORVETTE® C7.R

1/144 SU-27 FLANKER

Course champion

Still superior

World class performance meets incredible style in the exquisitely detailed Corvette
C7.R. This sophisticated Pratt & Miller designed version of the Corvette is designed for
endurance racing. It conquered its class at the 2015 24 Hours of Le Mans and made waves
elsewhere in the automotive racing world. Kit features full interior roll cage, lift-off style
bodywork, engine detail, and soft black tires.

Easily one of the most maneuverable fighter aircraft to ever take to the skies, the Sukhoi
Su-27 was the Soviet Union’s answer to American fourth-generation fighter designs. It
is one of the few aircraft in the world capable of performing “Pugachev’s Cobra”—a
demanding stunt in which the nose of the aircraft rears up and back to vertical before
lunging forward like a striking snake. Coupled with speeds above Mach 2 and impressive
armament, this maneuverability makes the Su-27 a master of the sky. Kit features
detailed undercarriage, pylons with guided weapons, and full decals.

85-4304
RMXS4304
Total Parts: 64
Skill Level: 4
			

03948
RVLS3948
Total Parts: 48
Skill Level: 3
				

Length: 7.06 in (179 mm)

1/48 STUKA JU 87G-1

Length: 5.55 in (141 mm)
Wingspan: 4.06 in (103 mm)

1/100 AH-64A APACHE

Tank cracker

Advanced attack heli

Thick, well-sloped armor made the T-34 incredibly resilient to horizontal attacks, but the
Ju 87 G-1 was designed to blast the Soviet tanks from above. With a pair of 37mm guns
armed with tungsten carbide rounds, the Ju 87 G-1 could blow holes straight through
the thin top armor of the T-34. Fortunately for the Soviets, Stukas were vulnerable when
caught without fighter escort. Kit features two underwing 37mm BK cannons, pilot and
radio operator figures, and four piece canopy.

Introduced in 1984, the AH-64 Apache is powered by twin GE® T700 turboshaft engines
and includes a tandem cockpit, which seats two pilots. Weapons featured on the Apache
range from a 1.2 in. (30 mm) M230 Chain Gun to Hydra 70 rocket pods to AGM-114 Hellfire
missiles. The Apache was used in the 1989 invasion of Panama, Operation Desert Storm
in 1991 and Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003 as well as providing an airborne punch in
many other conflicts. Kit features rotating main rotor, laser system, sensors, cannon, and
decal set for a US Army version.

85-5270
RMXS5270
Total Parts: 54
Skill Level: 4
				

04985
RVLS4985
Total Parts: 56
Skill Level: 3
				

Length: 9.25 in (235 mm)
Wingspan: 12.25 in (311 mm)

Length: 5.75 in (146 mm)
Wingspan: 5.67 in (144 mm)

REVELL OF GERMANY®

4
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1/72 GERMAN ARMY CRISIS REACTION FORCES SET

1/300 GERMAN FRIGATE CLASS F122

In the fray in a day

Bremen-class battlers

As the name suggests, the German Army’s Crisis Reaction Forces get called in when
there’s a crisis. It is composed of troops from all the troop categories in the German
military and forms the backbone of the German contribution to NATO, EU, and UN
operations. Currently, these forces are in operation with SFOR in Bosnia and KFOR in
Kosovo. Kit features 54 figures outfitted with improved flak jackets and the G-36 assault
rifle as well as other weapons.

Frigates, with their light armament and thin or no armor, are some of the smallest and
lightest ships in the world inventory. For the German Navy, however, the frigate is the
toughest ship class currently available. These vessels are specialized for anti-submarine
and anti-aircraft roles necessitated by the Cold War era. After three decades of service,
the Bremen Class is being phased out in favor of larger, modernized frigates. Add an
F122 to your Cold War convoy today. Kit features two-piece hull, guided missiles, gun,
helicopter, and decal sets for eight ships.

02522

05143
RVLS5143
Total Parts: 235
Skill Level: 4
				

RVLS2522

Total Figures: 54

Skill Level: 4

Length: 17.05 in (433 mm)

1/35 SD.KFZ. 251/1 AUSF.B STUKA ZU FUSS

1/16 BMW® ISETTA

“Stukas on Foot”

Superiorly small

To give their halftracks considerably more punch, German troops occasionally attached
crated 300mm rockets to the sides and ripple-fired them at urban targets. The “Stuka
zu Fuss” (Stuka on Foot) or “Wurfrahmen 40” was more mobile than using the towed
“nebelwerfer” rocket batteries and had the added advantage of allowing crews to
stay relatively protected within the halftrack. The major drawback for the system was
inaccuracy. However, owing to the 99 lbs of high-explosive filler in each rocket, accuracy
was a relative non-issue. Kit features single-link tracks, engine, launch frame, 280 and
320mm projectiles, and two sets of decals.

Make it weird enough and somebody will buy it. With seating for two very close
passengers, a motorcycle-derived engine, and a flap-open front door, the Isetta was a
design quirk for the century. Add in the vehicle’s 30 second 0-30 mph transition and its
top speed of roughly 47 mph, and getting behind the wheel is far less appealing than
setting a model on the shelf. The saving grace for the Isetta, besides its novelty, was
its economy. At up to 58mpg, the Isetta was incredibly fuel efficient for the fifties. Kit
features opening door with steering column, 250cc engine, rotating wheels, and lots of
plate decal options.

03248
RVLS3248
Total Parts: 460
Skill Level: 5
				

07030
RVLS7030
Total Parts: 85
Skill Level: 3
				

Length: 6.70 in (170 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

Length: 5.63 in (143 mm)

www.gpdealer.com
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NEW RELEASES
AMT® 1/25 Blazing Bison Puller Tractor
w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/24 DENSO TOYOTA 88C “1989 LE MANS”
Control in your corner

The 24 Hours of Le Mans race, or just “Le Mans”, is one of the most punishing events in the
world of motorsports. Cars, drivers, and pit teams are strained to the absolute maximum.
Prototype cars like the 88C frequently don’t finish at all, so when 88s finished both 12th
and 24th in the 1988 race, there was great optimism on the Toyota staff. Unfortunately,
the 88C sent to the 1989 Le Mans broke down along with two of its successors. Kit
features decals for the 1989 Le Mans prototype.
20235 (Limited Edition) HSGS2235 Total Parts: 91 Skill Level: 3
Length: 7.8 in (199 mm)
				

1/24 YHP NISSAN R89C

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

High powered haulage

Tractor pulls pit the sheer power of a modified truck or tractor against the ever-increasing
dead weight of a specialized sled. Competitors range all the way from simple lawn
tractors to full-size tractors to vehicles like the Blazing Bison that are more dragster than
tractor. The “Blazing Bison” is powered by three blown engines for maximum power. Kit
features three blown drag motors, huge rear tractor puller tires and wheels, tools, cooler,
toolbox, weights, wagon, vintage style packaging, and full, colorful, Blazing Bison decals.
AMT1006/12

AMTS1006

Total Parts: 200

Skill Level: 2

AMT® 1/25 Cheverra Custom 1980 Camaro Z28 Snap
Leave stock far behind

For some, the standard model is not enough. You need the performance model. For
even a more select crowd, the performance mark isn’t enough. A custom version of the
performance model is demanded. For those special few, the Cheverra Custom version of
the 1980 Camaro Z28 is a dream come true. No glue, easy assembly, and it’s got a whale
of a whale tail and a spoiler too! Kit features snap fit construction and molded-in-color
parts.

Prototype performer

In the world of high-performance automotive sports, there’s little room for error. Absolute
excellence is demanded of every car, every driver, and every pit crew. The Nissan R89C
was an exceptional design—made from carbon fiber and with a new twin-turbo V8
engine. Unfortunately, the vehicle was put into competition before it was really ready.
Numerous poor finishes were capped by the mechanical failure of all three cars entered
into the 1990 24 Hours of Le Mans. Now, we’re bringing the R89C back for a second try
at glory! Kit features full decals.
20244 (Limited Edition) HSGS2244 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3
Length: 8.7 in (221 mm)
				

AMT® 1/25 Flying Wedge Dragster Original Art Series
Fastest on four wheels

AMT1007/12

AMT927/12
AMTS0927
Total Parts: 90
Skill Level: 2
				

AMT® 1/25 2016 Chevy® Camaro™ SS™ (Color Version)
Now you have a V8

That big front end isn’t just for show; it contains a 6.2 liter LT1 V8 that produces 455
horsepower. That’s well more than enough power to blow your hair back. The 2016
model is the start of the sixth generation of Chevy Camaros. It’s part of a tradition and a
name that stretches back five decades—fifty premium-fueled years of high octane fun.
Collectors can’t miss this one and new modelers should take notice too. This is a real car.
Also available in white (AMTS0978).

6
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Skill Level: 1

AMT® 1/25 1977 AMC Pacer Wagon
Seventies through and through

Ahead of its time in many respects, the AMC Pacer was ergonomic, compact, comfortable,
and affordable. However, it was simply not what the American automobile purchaser was
looking for at the time. The bubble-esque, mostly glass body didn’t fit in to the big and
boxy look of the Pacer’s competitors. Today, the Pacer—especially the wagon version—is
experiencing a retro renaissance as seventies nostalgia sweeps the car market. Get your
model version and marvel at the glitz and glass! Kit features two sets of wheel options,
CB radio, vintage packaging, and full color decals.
AMT1008/12

AMTS1008

Total Parts: 110

Skill Level: 2

Sixties stunner

Tighter, trimmer, boxier, and more aggressive than its predecessors, the 1961 Chevy
Impala SS featured all-updated styling and an exceptional performance package. Today,
vintage Impalas are huge in the classic car market... and the ’61 is second to none!
Whether it’s restored to stock spec, modded, or lowered... the ’61 Impala SS is quite the
sight on the road or in your display case. Kit features a full 409 cu.in. Turbo Fire V-8 with
4-speed transmission, detailed chassis with suspension and steering, factory wheels with
torq thrust mags and optional drag slicks.
AMT1013/12

AMTS0979

Total Parts: 20

AMT® 1/25 1961 Chevy® Impala™ SS™

The Kats at AMT have been busy in the tool shop creating a super-detailed, all new
4-piece body for the fantastic Flying Wedge Dragster with improved proportions and
detail! Harken back to the experimental days of drag racing with this iconic body shape—
back after a forty year absence from the hobby! Kit features pad-printed drag slicks,
bonus vintage box illustration, expanded decal artwork and more.

AMT979M/12

AMTS1007

Total Parts: 107

Total Parts: 125

Skill Level: 2

AMT® 1/25 1957 Chevy® Corvette™ Convertible (Aqua)
Car Culture Series

Lucinda Lewis’ “Car Culture” photography captures the spirit of Americana and our
culture’s love of the automobile. This series of special kits feature some of Lewis’ most
beautiful color photography that captures the essence of the most recognizable classic
cars in history in their element. Each kit is incredibly detailed and comes with a full color
cardboard display. Available in a white version (AMTS1015). Kit features Firestone
Deluxe Champion tires, detailed chassis, motor, and interior, full decals, bonus cardboard
display, and special packaging.
AMT1016/12

Tech Support 217-398-8970

AMTS1013

AMTS1016

Total Parts: 99

Products for everyone!

Skill Level: 2

www.gpdealer.com
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Bandai® Gundam HGBC 1/144 The Northern Pod

Goku, the chief character in the Dragon Ball franchise, was sent to Earth not as a savior,
but as a conqueror. Along the way, however, Goku ceased to work against Earth and chose
to be its protector. Ever since, the iconic spiky gold-haired Goku has fought the most
powerful foes. This model depicts him in his full “Super Saiyan” mode. Kit features high
articulation and detail, multiple hand parts for martial arts poses, two “Kamehameha”
effect poses, powering up face, and more!

Add versatility to your HG Force Impulse Gundam with this set! GM-type heads and
large fliers, a backpack, various weapons—the combinations in this set make your Force
Impulse Gundam more lethal than ever before. Kit features two heads, two flires, foil
sticker, and full instructions.

BAN210541

BAN208101

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Exceptional extra terrestrial

BANS0541

Bandai® Gundam HG “The Origin” 1/144 Local Type
Blast through space

The Gundam Local Type serves as the missing link between the Gundam Ground Type and
GunDiver mobile suits from the original Gundam universe. It displays many of the body
characteristics of its successor units and is both finely articulated and detailed like the
entire HG Origin line! Kit features machine gun, shield, twin beam sabers, 10 runners,
stickers, and more.

BAN210001

BANS2001

Destined for devastation

The crimson Mobile Suit Sinanju, piloted by the leader of the Sleeves, has finally
launched in the RG line-up! The model includes movable rear-mounted thrusters, which
are based on the thrust control mechanisms of real rocket engines and internal skeleton
detailed from drawings by Hajime Katoki. The texture of the brilliant gold engravings
has been faithfully recreated as individual parts while its main body is made in a glossy
red plastic. Kit features a beam rifle, beam saber, beam axe, shield, beam effect parts,
interchangeable hands, runners, decal, and instructions.

*Actual product may vary.

*Actual product may vary.

Piloted by Quatro Vageena in “Mobile Suit Z Gundam”, Hyaku-Shiki has been revived
for the HGUC series. The mobile suit’s characteristic gold color from the anime has been
reproduced using metallic colored plastic. With optimally balanced proportions and the
latest range of movement, the model can be displayed in a variety of exciting poses.
Different camera eye settings can be selected using different eye stickers. Kit features
beam rifle, bazooka, two beam sabers, marking stickers, and full instructions.

Bandai® Gundam “Orphans” Mikazuki Augus
Figure-rise Bust
The most awesome orphan in the galaxy

*Actual product may vary.

Fresh from the figure-rise bust series: Mikazuki Augus! The chief character of the Gundam
Iron Blooded Orphans series, Augus is an essential part of any collector’s cadre! This bust
has been made using layer injection tech for the most astoundingly detailed character
possible. Combine it with the 1/100 Barbatos for a truly out of this world display .Kit
features one display stand, foil sticker, and full instructions.
BANS9445

The new Gundam Frame Mobile suit that appears in the official side story, “Mobile Suit
Gundam Iron-Blooded Orphans: Moon Steel,” is now available in kit form! Its distinctive
weapons can be hung from its waist, and it has transformable shoulder and back parts.
The weapons feature distinctive shapes and, in addition to a large scale sword, a shotgun
is also included. Kit features sword, hammer, shotgun, foil sticker, and full instructions.

Admiral Arleigh Burke, the famed WWII veteran and Chief of Naval Operations, had this bit
of advice for the new crew of the Guided Missile Destroyer that was his namesake. DDG51 is the lead ship of a class of highly-adaptable, versatile vessels designed using stealth
technology and tasked with confronting surface, subsurface, and aerial opponents. USS
Arleigh Burke has deployed many times, most recently in support of Operations Enduring
Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. Kit features one-piece hull, accurately detailed gun, photoetched railings/radar, display stand, and Cartograf decals.

BAN207592

1023

The star warrior rides again

BANS7592

Petit’GGuy has a new friend! Connect Pandagguy with other Petit’Gguys using the display
stand. Watch out for Pandagguy’s real-looking bamboo saber! Kit features bamboo
saber, display stand, foil sticker, and full instructions.

“This ship is built to fight. You had better know how.”

Tech Support 217-398-8970

DMLS1023

Dragon® Models 1/48 Focke-Wulf Ta 152 C-O
Late war leader

By 1945, Nazi Germany needed something to turn the tide of the war… badly. In January,
1945, the first Ta 152s entered service. These aircraft were built in multiple variants for
high altitude interception, medium altitude interception, and photo recon. With special
boosters, these aircraft were capable of outpacing even the P-51, and their combination
of 30 and 20mm cannons made them lethal. Fortunately for the Allies, less than 100 made
it into combat. Kit features rotating prop, detailed newly-tooled fuselage, engine, wings,
and radiator cowling, open/closed canopy, and detailed landing gear.
5548

BANS7603

*Actual product may vary.

BANS9049

Dragon® Models 1/350 USS Arleigh Burke DDG-51

BAN207603

September 2016 ❘

Golden boy Gundam!

Bandai® Gundam HG “Orphans” Astaroth Origin

Panda-monium!

8

BANS8101

Bandai® Gundam HGUC “Mobile Suit Z” 1/144
Hyaku-Shiki

BAN209445

BANS7590

Bandai® Gundam HGPG “Build Fighters” 1/144
Pandagguy

*Actual product may vary.

*Actual product may vary.

BAN209049

Bandai® Gundam “Universal Century” 1/144
MSN-06S Sinanju

BAN207590

Add on to the apocalypse!

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Bandai® “Dragon Ball Z” Super Saiyan Son Goku

DMLS5548

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Dragon® Models 1/35 M4A1 75mm Early Version

Dragon® Models 1/35 Ambush! Eastern Front 1944 (4)

At its introduction in 1942, the M4 Sherman was one of the more sophisticated tanks in
the world. It mounted a heavy 75mm gun, had a robust suspension, and was adequately
armored. Most importantly, American industry could churn out tens of thousands of
Shermans where its opponents lacked the resources to keep up. The 75mm-armed M4A1
was deployed to North Africa, Europe, and the Pacific and fought through to wars end. Kit
features updated DS tracks.

By 1944, the war in the Soviet Union had swung in favor of Russia. The vast flows of men
and machines pounded away at the Germans, driving them back towards their borders.
Panzergrenadiers, like the ones in this kit, frequently found themselves cut off and facing
T-34s. In these cases, surprise and a panzerfaust were an infantryman’s best friends. This
kit features four panzergrenadier figures, with anti-tank weapons and period arms and
accoutrements, sculpted in intriguing action poses by master sculptor Yoshitaka Hirano.

6048

6333

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

DMLS6048

Dragon® Models 1/35 German Naval Troops Dieppe 1942
Defenders of Dieppe

The Dieppe Raid was one of the most ill-fated missions executed by the Allies during
WWII. It was essentially a reconnaissance in force—a probing attack meant to test the
Atlantic Wall and to draw the Luftwaffe out for a showdown against the RAF. On the
ground, troops bogged down against the defenses. In the air, 112 Allied planes were lost
for 48 Luftwaffe ones. Naval infantry and the 302nd Static Infantry Division rounded up
the Allied survivors. Kit features German Naval Infantry figures from the Dieppe Raid.
6087

DMLS6087

Total Figures: 4

Fire support on the fly

M2 half-tracks equipped with ammo racks and other mortar equipment were dubbed M4
Mortar Carriers and used throughout WWII. They carried the lethal 81mm M1 Mortar and
gave mortar crews a great increase in mobility and protection. Quick redeployment ability
also helped prevent enemy batteries from zeroing in on mortar platoons. The mortar could
even be fired from the vehicle in an emergency. This kit features new tooling, driver
figure, 81mm mortar with metal barrel, detailed interior, full decals, and a host of features
unique to the M4.
DMLS6361

Dragon® Models 1/35 SdKfz 253 Recon Half-Track

Dragon® Models 1/35 Commonwealth Infantry Italy 1943 (6)

Forward artillery observers are, well, forward. Right up on the cutting edge of the action,
spotting the fall of artillery rounds and radioing back adjustments. Their exposed position
and the importance of their mission make them a target for everyone on the field. Germany
designed the SdKfz 253 to give their observers mobility and protection. Just under three
hundred of these armored half-tracks were built and issued to the Heer.

England relied on its colonies in World War I and World War II to supply men for the war
efforts. For the invasion of Italy, Britain called on Canadian and Indian troops in large
numbers. In Italy, the so-called “soft underbelly” of Europe, Allied forces would suffer
some of the most devastating casualties of all the west’s campaigns. This six-figure set
features detailed figures in relaxed “on the march” poses with appropriate Khaki drill
uniforms and period weapons.

6140

6380

DMLS6140

Dragon Models 1/35 Desperate Defense Korsun
Pocket 1944
Nowhere to run

It’s bitter cold. Melting snow reveals cans everywhere—food, ammo, fuel. All empty. The
ground sinks underfoot. Sucking mud swallows shell craters in the five kilometer wide
pocket the generals call Korsun. The soldiers have a different name for it. The iron crosses
on the trucks are frosted. The trucks are immobile. No gas. No traction. Nowhere to go.
They say reinforcements are coming… but they always say that. You can’t surrender,
you can’t sleep, you can’t run, and very soon you’ll be out of bullets. Welcome to Korsun.
Welcome to Hell’s Gate. Kit features six incredibly detailed multi-part figures with period
equipment and weapons.
6273
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DMLS6333

Dragon® Models 1/35 M4 81mm Mortar Carrier
Smart Kit

6361

Spotting the fall

10

Surprise the Soviets

DMLS6273

Total Figures: 6

Far from home

DMLS6380

Total Figures: 6

Dragon® Models 1/35 Battle of Smolensk/Roslavl 1941 (3)
Outgun and overrun

Operation Barbarossa was in its outset, Soviet forces were in disarray, and over 300 miles
of Russia was in German hands. Then Fuhrer Directive 33 came down. All German forces
were to cease offensive operations in the direction of Moscow and shift their focus south
and on mopping up resistance behind the lines. Some generals ignored the order, and
elements of three Soviet armies were trapped at Smolensk—a major blow. Nevertheless,
the armor had been sent south, and the offences towards Moscow ground to a virtual
halt. Kit features three detailed figures with bonus equipment.
6791

DMLS6791

Total Figures: 3

Dragon® Models 1/35 M3A1 Half-Track (3 in 1)
Smart Kit

Dragon® Models 1/35 1/4-ton 4x4 Ambulance Truck
with 6 GI Figure Set

Three options—one outstanding model

Help is on the way!

Build the M3, the M3A1, or the M3A2 from one box. Whether you prefer the early war
M3 with its pintle-mounted .50 cal, the M3A1 with its armored pulpit, or the shielded ring
mount of the later M3A2, Dragon renders your model in exquisite detail. From virtually
the outset of the war, M3s filled out the ranks of armored infantry divisions and provided
reliable, relatively safe conveyance to the battlefield. Kit features 3 build options, fully
detailed suspension, and variant-appropriate armor.

Getting wounded men off the line and to an aid station quickly is essential for saving
lives. The US Army’s 1/4 ton truck, commonly called a “Jeep”, provided an efficient, allterrain method for extracting wounded men and returning them safely. Though not as
comfortable or as capable of carrying as many men and supplies as a full-size ambulance,
these vehicles were numerous and capable of operating in bad weather and remote
locations in WWII and Korea. Kit features an ambulance truck with stretcher frame and
six GI figures.

6332

6832

DMLS6332

Tech Support 217-398-8970
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Standard issue

DMLS6832

Total Figures: 6

Products for everyone!
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Lucky lady

USS Pennsylvania was in dry dock at Pearl Harbor and survived the attack, then spent
WWII prowling the Pacific, engaging enemy vessels on occasion, and regularly providing
her firepower for shore bombardments. In preparation for the retaking of Guam, USS
Pennsylvania fired more rounds than any other warship in a single campaign in history.
Incredibly, post-war, Pennsylvania survived being a target ship for nuclear weapon tests
but was scuttled in 1948. Kit features one-piece hull with full deck, fine deck wood
pattern, new bridge, accurate guns, detailed PT109 boat, and full decals.
7041

DMLS7041

Armored fist of America

Possibly the best known action by the 3rd Infantry Division in its first Iraqi combat tour
was the “Thunder Run” in 2003. 2nd Brigade of the 3rd Infantry Division was ordered to
run the same route through Baghdad to the airport on two occasions, three days apart.
The high speed, tough armor, and heavy weaponry of the Abrams tank allowed the
brigade to punch holes through the wavering Iraqi defenses. The second of these runs
secured the “Green Zone” and sped the end of organized resistance. Kit features easy
belt-type tracks and full decals.
DMLS7215

800 impossible yards of beach

MPCS0846

Total Parts: 139

Skill Level: 2

MPC® 1/25 MACK® DM600
No frills, just power

The MACK DM600 is the quintessential heavy work truck. It’s not a beauty, it’s a BEAST.
Designed for maximum power, maximum durability, and maximum work ethic. When
the job’s got to get done, no excuses, trust the DM600. MPC brings you this legendary
workhorse in 1/25 scale and painstaking detail. Kit features fully detailed chassis, motor,
and interior plus vinyl tires, Retro Deluxe vintage packaging, mini display box, and full
color decals.
MPCS0859

Total Parts: 210

Skill Level: 3

Length: over 10.25 in (260 mm)

Tamiya® 1/48 JGSDF Type 10 Tank
Powerful protection

Betio, in the Tarawa Atoll, is a shady bump in the Pacific. At 800 yards wide, it is only .59
square miles in area total. In 76 hours in November, 1943, the US Marine Corps and Navy
paid dearly for it. Most of the Shermans that attempted the landing bogged down or were
knocked out in short order. “Colorado”, one of the tanks in this set, fought on to the end of
battle and earned a place in history. Kit features detailed parts, DS tracks, slide-molded
barrel and turret, finely rendered horn guards on headlight, and lots of decal options.

The Type 10 Main Battle Tank is one of the newest and most technologically advanced
tanks in the world. It’s equipped with the C4I network which better allows it to fully
interface with the JGSDF information system. It’s also equipped with an autoloader which
lowers crew requirements and a 120mm smoothbore gun which can fire a wide range
of armor-piercing munitions. Its modular armor is also extremely advanced and features
nano-crystal steel as well as ceramic composite armor. Kit features updated design for
the C4 production lot, commander torso figure, and two marking options.

7305

32588

DMLS7305

Dragon® Models 1/72 Churchill Mk.IV AVRE
Join the Royal Engineers!

TAMS2588

Length: 7.8 in (199 mm)

Trumpeter® 1/35 Soviet Tank Crew Figure Set (4)
Bolshevik battlers

See the world, then blow it up! The Churchill AVRE (Armored Vehicle Royal Engineers) was
devised as a mobile, armored way to defeat nearly any obstacle. Huge front decks were
perfect for storing massive bundles of sticks for trench crossing or bridges for streams and
rivers. However, the AVRE wasn’t just for hauling things around. It also mounted an 11
inch spigot mortar that fired a 40lb shell loaded with 28lbs of high explosive—plenty to
put a large dent in just about anything. Kit features one-piece DS tracks, detailed parts,
and massive “petard” mortar.

For decades, the Warsaw Pact and NATO faced off across Eastern Europe. Although the
Cold War never erupted into a hot one, there were thousands of tanks on the Soviet side
of the border for much of the sixties, seventies, and eighties. Their crews were trained
and dedicated, and their vehicles were amongst the best in the world. Kit features four
Soviet Tank Crew figures with accurate uniforms and four AK-74U rifles.

7521

435

DMLS7521

TSMS0435

Total Figures: 4

MPC® 1/25 Don “Snake” Prudhomme 1972 Dragster

Trumpeter 1/35 Shipping/Storage Containers

Rolling rivalry

Globalizing goods

Don Prudhomme “Snake” and Tom McEwen “Mongoose” had one of the most famous and
friendly rivalries in the world of motorsports. They were both Hot Wheels™ sponsored
racers of funny cars, drag racers, top fuel dragsters, and more. The Hot Wheels
representations of their cars made them and drag racing famous throughout the US in the
seventies. Now you can build Don’s famous “Yellow Feather” top fuel dragster and bring
the competition home! Kit features new wing strut, injector scoop, drag slicks, full-color
Lions Drag Strip display, and vintage MPC packaging.

Everything needs to get from here to there and, if it’s going very far, it quite likely would
take part of the trip in either a 20 or 40ft shipping container. These steel-sided boxes
travel the world on the backs of massive container ships. They are designed to be
stackable, crane-liftable, waterproof, and durable. Many people have also taken surplus
storage containers and turned them into structures of various sorts. These sturdy if
blocky buildings are durable and passably comfortable. Choose between Trumpeters 20ft
(TSMS1029) and 40ft (TSMS1030) containers.

MPC844
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Elegance and muscle. Who says you can’t have both? In the 1973 Mustang, Ford designers
doubled down on the low-slung, powerful look they had cultivated and which has since
become truly iconic. Build the true American muscle car and hold a piece of automotive
history in your hands. This kit features stock, custom, or road race builds, three motor
intake setups, full roll cage, lots of customizing options, full Retro Deluxe treatment with
bonus mini box, and full decals.

MPC859/12

Dragon® Models 1/72 M4A2 Tarawa

12

Ride of a lifetime

MPC846/12

Dragon® Models 1/72 M1A1 Abrams 3rd Infantry
Division Iraq, 2003

7215

MPC® 1/25 1973 Ford® Mustang

MPCS0844

Total Parts: 98
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Dragon® Models 1/700 USS Pennsylvania BB-38
Battleship 1944

Skill Level: 2

Tech Support 217-398-8970

1029/1030

TSMS1029/1030

Length: 6.8 in (173 mm)/ 13.7 in (348 mm)

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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Mind2Market 3D Print Pen
❚❚ Make custom creations freehand with this 3D printing pen
❚❚ Push buttons control material choice and temperature
❚❚ Easy to read LED display for sure control

SKYV3 MDOZ1000
Mind 2 Market SkyWriter3D
Hand Held 3D Printing Pen

C51 EITY0051
Eitech® America Starter
Series Forklift

Roll out a classic

❚❚ Mantua Classic rail cars in HO scale

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Creation made simple

Mantua Rolling Stock 24-Piece HO Assortment
❚❚ Finely detailed and ready to roll
❚❚ All include tough knuckle couplers and metal axles

❚❚ Melts plastic filaments for cool creations

❚❚ Passenger cars, reefers, box cars, tankers, and more-24 cars in all

❚❚ Pen, holder, power supply, and two filaments included

❚❚ Exclusively from GP!

Eitech® America Starter Series Build Sets
Build your fun from gleaming steel!

CSMU0720
Mantua Rolling Stock
24-Piece HO Assortment

❚❚ Use your imagination and creativity to build fun metal
vehicles
❚❚ Pieces forged from high quality steel
❚❚ Includes tools and illustrated instructions for easy
building
❚❚ Build a fun Forklift (EITY0051) or awesome Aircraft
(EITY0053)
❚❚ Perfect for creative kids 6+

Model Power® Scenery Sets

Bring any landscape to life with accessory sets!
❚❚ Milk your train set for all its worth with HO Cows!
(MDPU5742)

5742 MDPU5742
Model Power® Cows/
Calves Brown/White HO

❚❚ Build a new success story with the HO Track Laying
Crew (MDPU5700)

C53 EITY0053
Eitech® America
Starter Series Aircraft

❚❚ Make the trains run on time with N-Scale Station
People (MDPU1335)

Artesania Latina® Hermione Lafayette
Sailing for freedom

❚❚ Historic ship that carried Marquis de Lafayette to America
❚❚ Laser cut wood parts with brass fittings
❚❚ Hand sewn cotton sails
❚❚ Assembly guide DVD with pictures and videos

MDPU1340
MDPU5697
MDPU6062
MDPU6063
MDPU6064
MDPU6066
MDPU6175

Benches (8) N
Fat People HO
Fat People (6) O
Work People (6) O
Farm Action Figs (6) O
Street People (6) O
Cows/Calves Blk/White O

❚❚ Metal figures set to bring your ship to life

5700 MDPU5700
Model Power® Track
Laying Crew HO

Model Power® Smoke Fluid and Track
Cleaner 4 oz.
Made for moving scenes

22517-N LATB2518
Artesania Latina®
Hermione Lafayette

GNZGT97 BANR9902
Bandai® Gundam Mr
Hobby Easy Nipper

❚❚ 4 ounce flip-cap bottle

Bandai® Gundam Mr Hobby Easy Nipper

❚❚ Perfect for all scale trains

Clip it, clip it good.

❚❚ Only a few drops of Smoke Fluid (MDPU0012) needed
for thick, realistic smoke!

❚❚ Durable metal construction

❚❚ Keep tracks clear of dirt and debris with Track Cleaner
(MDPU0014)

❚❚ Removes mold excess and sprue flash from models
❚❚ Comfortable grip

12 MDPU0012
Model Power® Smoke
Fluid 4 oz.

❚❚ Easy to use design
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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14 MDPU0014
Model Power® Track
Cleaner 4 oz.
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